
Dogs are amazing.

Everyone should have a dog.

As you can see, dogs add a
lot to our lives and make them
more enjoyable in many ways.

Dogs are much better pets
than cats.

or

Choose the best concluding sentence for the paragraph, Dogs Make Amazing Pets. Put a
tick only beside the best option and an X beside the other options. Be sure to explain your

thinking to a partner as to why or why not the sentence makes a good concluding one.

Concluding Sentences

Main Activity Material:  Chapter 4 Lesson 7
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Dogs Make Amazing Pets

Have you ever wondered why dogs are the most
popular pets? There are lots of reasons why
dogs make amazing pets. First, they help you
stay healthy and active. For example, dogs get
you outside walking and meeting other dog
owners. This physical activity is good for your
body but the socialising is also good for your
mental health. Also, dogs bring us joy. When
they are puppies, they do funny things that
make us smile and laugh. They have quirky
personalities just like people and have a way of
bringing a smile to our faces. Finally, dogs make
amazing pets because they love us no matter
what. For instance, they don’t care if we are
having a bad day or if we get into trouble at
school. They just love us for who we are. 
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